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Abstra t
Suppose that we wish to learn from examples and ounter-examples a riterion for
re ognizing whether an assembly of wooden blo ks onstitutes an ar h. Suppose also
that we have preprogrammed re ognizers for various relationships e.g. on-top-of(x; y ),
above(x; y ), et . and believe that some possibly omplex expression in terms of these
base relationships should suÆ e to approximate the desired notion of an ar h. How an
we formulate su h a relational learning problem so as to exploit the bene ts that are
demonstrably available in propositional learning, su h as attribute-eÆ ient learning by
linear separators, and error-resilient learning?
We believe that learning in a general setting that allows for multiple obje ts and
relations in this way is a fundamental key to resolving the following dilemma that arises
in the design of intelligent systems: Mathemati al logi is an attra tive language of
des ription be ause it has lear semanti s and sound proof pro edures. However, as a
basis for large programmed systems it leads to brittleness be ause, in pra ti e, onsistent
usage of the various predi ate names throughout a system annot be guaranteed, ex ept
in appli ation areas su h as mathemati s where the viability of the axiomati method
has been demonstrated independently.
In this paper we develop the following approa h to ir umventing this dilemma.
We suggest that brittleness an be over ome by using a new kind of logi in whi h
ea h statement is learnable. By allowing the system to learn rules empiri ally from the
environment, relative to any parti ular programs it may have for re ognizing some base
predi ates, we enable the system to a quire a set of statements approximately onsistent
with ea h other and with the world, without the need for a globally knowledgeable and
onsistent programmer.
We illustrate this approa h by des ribing a simple logi that has a sound and eÆ ient
proof pro edure for reasoning about instan es, and that is rendered robust by having
the rules learnable. The omplexity and a ura y of both learning and dedu tion are
provably polynomial bounded.
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1

Introdu tion

A ording to Aristotle \every belief omes either through syllogism or from indu tion" [3℄.
Computational systems that aspire to exhibit some hara teristi s of intelligen e need to
manipulate beliefs about the world. It is reasonable to ask, therefore, how useful Aristotle's
di tum is for the onstru tion of su h systems. Our purpose here is to argue that the
duality expressed by the di tum is fundamental. In parti ular, we present a formal system
that en apsulates this duality and, we believe, o ers a vehi le for studying the theoreti al
basis of su h systems.
The history of arti ial intelligen e an be interpreted as having revolved around this
duality from the beginning. Sin e the 1950s a dominant paradigm, advo ated parti ularly by
M Carthy [28℄, has been that knowledge should be programmed into systems in a uniform
logi al language as a set of rules, and that logi al inferen e pro edures su h as syllogisms
be used to draw new inferen es. As far as learning, Turing had already spe ulated earlier in
1950 that indu tive learning would be used to build ma hines that think [41℄. A few years
later he pointed out the omputational limitations of logi al reasoning alone [42℄.
In the last forty years mu h progress has been made both in ma hine learning as well as
in omputational logi . Nevertheless, the urrently dominant theories of the two phenomena
of indu tive learning, and of logi al reasoning are largely disparate, the notable ex eption
being the area of indu tive logi programming [30℄.
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a formal system that re on iles prin ipled dedu tion, a hara teristi of logi , with robustness, a hara teristi of learning. More generally, it
en ompasses learning and reasoning in a integrated way and retains the somewhat di erent
but ru ial bene ts that ea h has to o er.
The parti ular bene ts of mathemati al logi that we wish to retain are the existen e of
a learly de ned semanti s for ea h statement, and the existen e of proof pro edures that
enable new statements to be derived. In parti ular, the well de ned semanti s makes possible
proof pro edures that are sound: new statements that are derived from true statements are
themselves true.
The main bene ts of learning that need to be retained are that it provides a me hanism
by whi h knowledge an be a quired in fragments that may be in omplete, in onsistent or
ina urate, by a system that has no understanding either of its own urrent global state of
knowledge, or of a onsistent language of des ription of the world.
These bene ts of learning are somewhat irre on ilable with standard logi s, where the
rules have to be expressed in terms of a set of predi ates with globally onsistent meanings.
Su h enfor ed global onsisten y may be a hievable in appli ation areas that are known to
be amenable to axiomatization, su h as mu h of mathemati s. In other areas, su h as the
world of \ ommonsense" knowledge, where no su h axiomatizations have been found, this
approa h has led to systems that are \brittle".
The minimal requirements for what we shall all a robust logi are the existen e of:
(i) Rules to en ode knowledge that allow for multiple obje ts and for relations among
them.
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(ii) A well de ned semanti s for the rules.
(iii) An inferen e pro edure for applying rules to instan es that is sound and polynomial
time, and
(iv) Polynomial time algorithms for learning the rules from examples.
Standard predi ate al ulus suitably onstrained, to Horn lauses, for example, satis es
the rst three of these requirements. Part (iv) of our de nition an be interpreted most
simply as laiming that one an make a logi robust if one provides a means of evaluating
the a ura y of any statement in it, independently of others, by an empiri al pro ess that
has a ess to raw data from the world.
In this paper we des ribe one parti ular su h robust logi . It arose from e orts to provide
theoreti al underpinnings for the neuroidal ar hite ture that is des ribed in a ompanion
paper [47℄. It has some added bene ts, therefore, that derive from that ar hite ture:
(v) The rules an be implemented on a xed network that mirrors their modularities
and dependen ies, and the inferen e pro edure an be exe uted naturally on that network.
(vi) The lasses of onne tive fun tions that are allowed in lude a lass, namely linear
threshold fun tions, that has ideal learnability properties: there exist eÆ ient learning algorithms for it that are both attribute-eÆ ient and also (a ording to experimental eviden e)
error-resilient.
The main departure from traditional logi is that the semanti s used here is PACsemanti s adopted from ma hine learning. This views indu tive learning as a \ ompustatisti al" phenomenon: observations on the world provide empiri al eviden e about rules
that hold generally in the world. The learner hooses from a spa e of possible rules a ording to the weight of statisti al eviden e, while omputational onstraints make this hoi e
omputationally feasible. This allows robust learning from ina urate and in onsistent data
to be a omplished and to be put on a rigorous foundation. Most basi ally it is assumed
that at any instant the system has some set of primitive sensors, and that its observations
of the world an be regarded as indu ed by a probability distribution D over sets of sensor
readings. This distribution D may be arbitrarily omplex, re e ting as it does the omplexities of the world. In general the system will not need to know the details of D dire tly. It
will, instead, aim to deal with rules that are \simple truths" in the sense that they hold in
D, at least with high probability. A system based on this logi may be given rules that are
false most of the time, but the system would have the apability of re ognizing this fa t by
making enough empiri al observations.
There exist alternative approa hes that address aspe ts of learning and reasoning simultaneously. We shall dis uss some of these brie y in Se tion 4.
The me hanisms that are needed for learning and reasoning in our parti ular robust logi
are omputationally eÆ ient. Their omplexity depends only polynomially on the number of
obje t variables, on the number of rules in the system, and on their length even when they
exploit re ursion. The only exponential dependen e is on the arity of the relations, whi h we
shall assume to be bounded by a small onstant. We believe that this set of requirements,
whi h our system satis es, is indispensable for any formal system to be viable as a basis for
omputational intelligen e.
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2

S enes

Informally, the obje ts in our robust logi should be thought of as referring not dire tly to
entities in the world but, instead, to representations in an internal image that orresponds
to the short-term or working memory of the system. The ontents of this image is alled a
s ene.
S enes are de ned in terms of a pair (A,<~ ), where A is a set fa1 ;    ; an g of obje ts or
~ is a set of relations fR~ 1 ;    ; R~ t g over the obje ts. The arity (i) of a relation
tokens, and <
~
~
Ri 2 < is the number of its arguments. The set of relations in <~ that have arity i is alled
<~ i  <~ . Hen e <~ = [<i where the union is over a set K of nonnegative integer values of i.
For simpli ity we shall assume throughout that the sets A, <~ and all the arities are nite,
and de ne to be the maximum of the arities P
(i) for 1  i  t.
A s ene  is a ve tor of length L = LA;<~ = ti=1 n (i) : The n (j ) entries after the rst
Pi=j 1 (i)
we regard as the j th group. These give the truth values of the j th relation R~ j
i=1 n
on ea h of the n (j ) ombinations of (j ) obje ts that an be sele ted from the n obje ts
in A as the (j ) arguments of R~ j . Thus if A = fa1 ; a2 ; a3 g and R~ 1 has arity two, then the
ve tor will have values for all the 32 = 9 entries R~ 1 (a1 ; a1 ); R~1 (a1 ; a2 );    ; R~1 (a3 ; a3 ), as
well as for all the orresponding entries for R~ 2 ; R~ 3 ;    ; R~ t ; et . Some xed lexi ographi
ordering is assumed within ea h group.
The values in the ve tor will be from the set f0; 1g. For the rst entry in the above
example 1 would mean that R1 (a1 ; a1 ) is true, and 0 would mean that it is false.
set of
Pt The
(i)
n
su h ve tors for (A,<~ ) we shall denote by A;<~ or  for short. Clearly j  j= 2 i=1
. We
also de ne the set $ of obs ured s enes. In these the ve tor elements an take a third
Pt value
(i)
$ that denotes that the orresponding relationship is obs ured. There are j $ j= 3 i=1 n
su h obs ured s enes.
We assume that the spa e  of s enes for any (A,<~ ) has an asso iated a probability
distribution DA;<~ over . In other words for any s ene  2  the distribution spe i es a
probability D() that a s ene drawn randomly from  will be . Clearly su h a distribution
de nes a probability for any ondition on s enes. Thus D(R~ 1 (a1 ; a2 ) = 1) is the probability
that a random s ene drawn a ording to D has R~ 1 (a1 ; a2 ) = 1. It also atta hes a probability
to onditions su h as 9x18x2 R~ 1 (x1 ; x2 ); namely the sum of D() over all  for whi h this
ondition holds.
When onsidering learnability it is useful to distinguish distributions D over A;<~ that
are unrestri ted from those that are symmetri under permutations of A. For any s ene
 2 A;<~ there exist n! 1 s enes, not ne essarily all distin t, that an be obtained from 
by permuting the tokens a1 ;    an 2 A in some way. We de ne distribution D over A;<~
to be symmetri if any two s enes that an be obtained from ea h other by permuting the
tokens in this way have the same probability. Sin e our general intention is to regard A as
a set of tokens with no stru ture we shall assume where not otherwise indi ated that all
distributions D are symmetri . However, this restri tion does not appear to be required for
any fundamental purpose and our results apply equally to the asymmetri ase, ex ept that
the bounds for learnability are larger.
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The interpretation of this general framework is as follows. The distribution D is dened, in the spirit of PAC (probably approximately orre t) learning, as imposed by and
spe ifying a possibly arbitrarily omplex world. The intelligent system needs to be able to
have strategies or on epts that work in this omplex world, but the theory of PAC learning
suggests that these strategies or on epts an be often learned from examples drawn from
D, without the system ever needing to des ribe D expli itly. The set A of tokens is intended
to orrespond to representations in an image internal to the system, as dis ussed further in
[47℄.
An important general point is that the logi is designed from the start to ope with partial
~ is the spa e of base relations that the system an re ognize
knowledge. The relation set <
at the time in question. For any one s ene the truth values of many of these relations will
not be expli itly available. In a real world room, for example, every obje t is made of some
material, but in a depi tion of the room this information about the materials may not be
available, or as we shall say, spe i ed. We assume here that D imposes a natural distribution
on what knowledge is spe i ed and what is not. Consider the mu h dis ussed unary relation
that spe i es whether an obje t is a penguin (e.g.[10℄). We want that  distinguish the three
ases: true, false and unspe i ed. For several reasons it is advantageous that the predi ates
in our logi have just the two values f0; 1g. In order to allow this in our implementation we
expe t that the relations are so de ned that they en ode the third value \unspe i ed" using
f0; 1g. A natural implementation would be to have two unary predi ates penguin( ) and
penguin( ) where penguin(a1 ) = 0 would mean that the s ene does not spe ify whether a1
is a penguin. If the s ene does spe ify whether or not a1 is a penguin then penguin(a1 ) = 1
would hold and, in that ase, penguin(a1) = 1 would denote that a1 is a penguin and
penguin (a1 ) = 0; that it is not. By having two binary versions of ea h primitive predi ate
in this way an element of  an e e tively en ode for ea h primitive predi ate and ea h
binding, whether in the s ene it is true, false or unspe i ed. Sin e s enes are drawn from
a probability distribution D over this , a probability distribution is imposed over whi h
relation-binding ombinations are spe i ed and whi h are not.
In other words it is a knowledged at the start that in natural situations only partial
knowledge is usually available. The fa t that learning takes pla e from situations of partial
knowledge an then be o ered as an explanation of why the results of PAC learning an be
applied e e tively to situations of partial knowledge. This provides a prin ipled approa h
to partial knowledge based on learning as suggested in [45, 46℄. In pra ti e, it may be that
most bindings of most base relations have an unspe i ed value. In that ase, for the sake
of su in tness, it is advantageous to represent the s ene by listing only those relations and
bindings that are spe i ed. This will ensure that the size of des riptions of s enes will be
as e onomi al as possible.
We note that the notion of obs ured ve tor elements des ribed earlier is orthogonal to
this idea of unspe i ed ve tor elements. On e a s ene is drawn from D its f0; 1g ve tor
elements will determine whi h relations and bindings are spe i ed and whi h are not. We
an subsequently for the purposes of analysis obs ure or hide some arbitrary subset of the
ve tor elements by repla ing them with $ symbols, and so make the s ene obs ured. For
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example, when the system performs planning and wishes to evaluate the onsequen e of a
situation, the system will onstru t s enes where the relations des ribing the situation are
unobs ured, but those relating to the onsequen es are obs ured. The dedu tion pro ess
will then evaluate the most likely values of the obs ured relations.
In the ontext of dedu tion we shall also distinguish between ve tor elements that are
determined and those that are not. Initially an obs ured element will be undetermined. It
be omes determined on e a dedu tion pro edure has dedu ed a value for it.

3
3.1

A Robust Logi
Syntax

A rule is intended as a statement that in a pre ise sense that we des ribe below holds with
ertainty or some probability for s enes drawn from D. Suppose that s enes are de ned for
A = fa1 ;    ; ang and <~ = fR~1 ;    ; R~t g. In des ribing rules we shall de ne a set of symboli
relations < = fR1 ;    ; Rt g where the arity of Ri is the same as that of R~ i . The role of Ri is to
model the a tual relation R~ i . Thus, if in the rule set there is a rule 8x R2 (x)  R3 (x); then
the intention is that the orresponding statement 8x R~ 2 (x)  R~ 3 (x) should hold with high
probability for s enes drawn from D. Also, suppose that in a parti ular s ene  randomly
drawn from D a ertain given set of relations from <~ hold with ertain bindings. Suppose
further that these relations and bindings, when the orresponding < symbols repla e the
<~ symbols, are used as premises for the rule set. We want that if it is dedu ed using the
rules that R3 (a2 ; a4 ), for example, holds, then R~ 3 (a2 ; a4 ) should hold with high probability
for a randomly drawn s ene for whi h the given set of relations and bindings hold. In other
words we want that dedu tions made using the rules should lead to on lusions that are
semanti ally true for randomly drawn s enes, at least with high probability.
To de ne the syntax of the rules, besides < and A we also need a set C of onne tives,
aS set X of obje t variable names and some standard symbols. The set of onne tives C =
1 C i is a set of fun tions where every f 2 C i is a Boolean fun tion f : f0; 1gi ! f0; 1g.
i=1
We shall hoose C so as to have good learning properties. In parti ular there should be
eÆ ient error-resilient and attribute-eÆ ient algorithms for learning its members. Linear
threshold fun tions are a prime example of su h a lass [4, 5, 7, 26, 48℄. Attribute-eÆ ien y
means that the number of examples grows linearly in the number of relevant variables, but
only logarithmi ally in the irrelevant ones. This is important in the urrent ontext in whi h
we envision that variables will be generated automati ally in large numbers, for example,
to represent relations with all possible bindings, but the number of available examples is
limited.
A rule q is of the form

8x1;    ; xs 2 A Q(x1 ;    ; xs; ) ! [f (e1 (Ri );    ; e` (Ri` ))  Ri (x1 ;    ; xs)℄
where x1 ;    ; xs 2 X; f 2 C ` ; and for 0  j  `; Rij 2 <: Further, for 1  j  `; ej (Rij )
1

is an independently quanti ed expression (IQE) of the form
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0

41yj;1;    ; 4kj yj;kj 2 A Rij (zj;1;    ; zj;mj )
where mj is the arity (ij ) of Rij , ea h 4h 2 f9; 8g for 1  h  kj , ea h yj;h 2 X; ea h
zj;h 2 fx1 ;    ; xs g

[

fyj;1;    ; yj;kj g  X

and if yj1 ;h1 = yj2 ;h2 then j1 = j2 : Also Q, the pre ondition, is an arbitrary predi ate whose
value depends on the s ene  and the binding : fx1 ;    ; xs g ! A in question. Its value
will depend on whi h (relation, binding) pairs have values that are unobs ured in the input
, or have been determined by dedu tion from that input.
Allowing the pre ondition Q adds to the generality of the framework. For example it
may be that we have a ess to examples of a on ept, but only from a ertain subdomain
that we an hara terize by Q. In that ase learning a rule with su h a pre ondition is
appropriate, espe ially if there is reason to believe that the on ept has no simple de nition
over a broader domain. Mu h of our analysis is un hanged, however, if we have the total
pre ondition Q  T rue, in whi h ase we shall for brevity suppress that pre ondition. We
impose no general restri tions on Q of learnability or representability. Even if the pre onditions are programmed by a human they may have a useful role. Some natural restri tions
that would aid me hani al use and warrant further investigation are that Q an be expressed
su in tly or omputed easily in terms of < and C , that Q be symmetri (i.e. invariant under
permutations on fa1 ;    ; an g), and that the truth of Q an be derived within a given set of
rules.
A simple example of a rule is

8x1; x2 2 A [T h2(9y1R1 (x1; x2 ; y1 ); 9y2R2 (x1; y2 ); 9y38y4R3(x2 ; y3; y4 ))  R4(x1 ; x2 )℄
where the total pre ondition Q  T rue has been suppressed for brevity. The fun tion T h2

is the threshold two fun tion of three arguments, de ned to be true whenever at least two
of its arguments are true. The expression on the left of the  sign is alled the left-hand
side of q, and that on the right the right-hand side. These are sometimes abbreviated to
LHS(q) and RHS(q).
The important onstraint in the de nition and the example is that the onstituent
quanti ed expressions in LHS(q) are quanti ed over mutually disjoint sets of variable names.
In the example these sets are: fy1 g; fy2 g and fy3 ; y4 g. The signi an e of these onstraints
is that whenever f (e1 ;    ; e` ) is evaluated on a s ene  for a binding  : fx1 ;    ; xs g ! A,
the value of ea h ei an be evaluated independently of the others { the values of the y
variables that make ei true have no bearing on the y variables that make ej true for j 6= i.
This notion is equivalent to that realized by onne tion bindings in [47℄.
This onstraint implies, for example, that the relationship expressed by the predi ate
al ulus statement:
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grandfather(x; y)  9z (father(x; z ) ^ parent(z; y))
annot be expressed dire tly as a single rule if < ontains father and parent, but not their
onjun tion. The following pair of rules would, however, suÆ e:

8x; y; z 2 A [father(x; z) ^ parent(z; y)  grandfather(x; y; z)℄;
8x; y 2 A [9z grandfather(x; y; z)  grandfather(x; y)℄:
The signi an e of the disjointness onstraint is, therefore, the following. For reasons of
omputational e onomy we want to minimize the osts of enumerating bindings. One approa h to this is to have relations that use the minimal number of arguments that suÆ e.
The \grandfather" predi ate needs only two if whenever we use it in higher level reasoning,
knowledge of the identity of the person z from the intermediate generation is irrelevant.
On the other hand, in re ognizing the o urren e of the grandfather relationship in the
rst pla e we may need to establish the existen e of su h an intermediate person. Hen e
at another level we need a relation having this third argument. The above formulation
a knowledges both of these realities as e onomi ally as possible.
This simple example illustrates that our general approa h relies heavily on the assumption that knowledge an be represented with binding modularity in terms of relations of
small arity. As a se ond example onsider the notion of a dining room. This may be de ned
in terms of hairs and tables and some relationships amongst them. In turn, a hair may be
de ned in terms of its onstituent parts and the relationships among those. Binding modularity asserts that the arity of the relations needed an be kept small be ause referen es to
the identities of the parts needed to de ne the lower level notion, the hair, are redundant
when des ribing the higher level notion of a dining room.
A further issue regarding variable bindings is whether any inequality onstraints are
implied or an be imposed. In parti ular is it implied that the members of fx1 ;    ; xs g
or fyj;1 ;    ; yj;kj g have to bind to distin t member of A or not? In our formulation any
spe i ombination of inequality onstraints an be made. Thus further notation an be
introdu ed to spe ify, for example, that x1 and x2 must map to distin t tokens, but x3 need
not be distin t from either. The only general prohibition is the one stated earlier, that for
distin t values j1 ; j2 the bindings of orresponding yj1 ;h1 and yj2;h2 variables an in no way
onstrain ea h other.
The following observation will be used throughout.
Fa t 3.1 For any relation R of arity and any independently quanti ed expression e(R),
the value of e(R) an be omputed in O(n ) steps given the values of R for ea h of the n
bindings of its arguments to A.
Proof If in the de nition of e(R) we have an order of quanti ation.

41y1; 42 y2;    ; 4
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then we onstru t the following rooted game tree of depth . Ea h node of the tree at
distan e i from the root orresponds to a substitution fy1 ;    ; yi g ! A. Ea h su h node
has edges to level i + 1 nodes orresponding to this substitution, but extended by ea h of
the possible substitutions of yi+1 into A. Thus the leaves of the tree are all at depth and
orrespond to ea h of the possible substitutions fy1 ;    ; y g ! A.
We now label ea h leaf by the value of R for the substitution spe i ed by the leaf.
We then work up starting from the leaves and atta h Boolean values to ea h node until
the root is rea hed. The value atta hed to the node orresponding to a xed substitution
fy1;    ; yig ! A will be the truth value of

4i+1yi+1;    ; 4 y R( )
where R( ) denotes the relation R when the given xed substitution has been made. It is
easy to verify by indu tion that to label a node at distan e i 1 from the root where 4i = 9,
one takes the disjun tion of the labels of its son nodes, and where 4i = 8 one takes the
onjun tion of the labels of its son nodes.
Clearly, a similar pro edure works if some inequality onstraints are imposed su h as
y2 6= y1 .
Also, the pro edure works if in the de nition of e(R) some arguments have xed values
in A, and quanti ation o urs only on the subset of remaining variables.
2
We note that existential quanti ations allow the above algorithm to su essfully label
the root node even in some ases when the relation R is not determined for some of the
bindings (e.g. it orresponds to an obs ured value in the input, and no dedu tion has yet
been performed) and the orresponding leaves in the game tree have no labels. We shall say
that e(R) is determined whenever the pro edure su eeds in giving the root node a valid
label. We note also that when we dis uss dedu tion in x3.4 we shall entertain the possibility
that a xed R with a xed binding evaluates to both of the values 0 and 1, in whi h ase
the value is written as 0/1. The game tree evaluation pro edure will be adapted so that
whenever this is the ase, it will evaluate the onsequen es of both a 0 value and also of a
1 value.
To summarize, therefore, a leaf an have one of four values: 0,1, undetermined or 0/1.
The labelling pro edure an atta h any of these four values to internal tree nodes also as it
pro eeds.
When evaluating an expression e by means of the pro edure of Fa t 3.1 we shall therefore
output (i) undetermined if no value ombination of the leaf values determines a 0 or 1 value
for e, (ii) a 0 value if some ombination determines 0, and none determines a 1, (iii) a 1
if some ombination determines a 1 and none a 0, and (iv) 0/1 otherwise. An important
note is that this pro ess is monotone in the sense that on e e is determined, subsequently
hanging an undetermined input value to determined, or a determined one to 0/1 will never
make e undetermined.
The size of des ription k q k of a rule q will be the number of o urren es of relation
symbols in its de nition. The size of des ription k S k of a set S of rules will be the sum of
k q k over all q 2 S . The size j S j of S will be the number of rules in S .
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A rule set S is a y li if its graph G(S ) is a y li , where G(S ) is de ned in the following
manner: The graph G(S ) is a dire ted graph G = (V; E ) where V , the set of nodes, is the set
<, and E , the set of edges is a subset of <<. In parti ular, the dire ted edge (Ri; Rj ) 2 E
if and only if there is a rule in S that ontains Ri on the left-hand side and Rj on the
right-hand side. We denote the lass of a y li rule sets by , and the lass of arbitrary rule
sets by  . For = 1; 2;    we denote by
and  these lasses restri ted to rule sets
where the maximum arity of any relation is .
We allow more than one rule to share the same R 2 < on the right hand side. This
allows for multiple de nitions of R, possibly with di erent pre onditions and depending on
di erent relation sets on the left hand side. Note that if two rules have the same R on the
right hand side and have some Ri in ommon on the left hand side then some edge in G(S )
will have arisen from more than one rule. Of ourse, multiple rules may give rise to mutually
ontradi tory dedu tions.
It will turn out that our results apply equally to general graphs as to a y li ones. The
importan e of allowing general graphs is that re ursive rules an then be expressed. For
example the earlier expressions given an be adapted to:

8x; y; z 2 A [an estor(x; z) ^ parent(z; y)  an estor(x; y; z)℄
8x; y 2 A [9z an estor(x; y; z)  an estor(x; y)℄:
The rules we have de ned an be ompared with Horn lauses in rst order predi ate
al ulus. The impli ation sign has been repla ed by equality, and onjun tions on the left
hand side have been generalized to wider lasses of onne tives, in luding linear thresholds,
that an make learning more tra table and robust. On the other hand, for the sake of
ontrolling omputational omplexity some restri tions are imposed also. A restri tion that
is fundamental and shared, for example, with the datalog model for databases [43℄, is that the
fun tion symbols of predi ate al ulus are ex luded in order to prevent the proliferation of
the obje ts that are quanti ed over. This restri tion enables the omplexity of the binding
problem to be ontrolled. For example, if we had a onstant \Napoleon" and a fun tion
\parent" then expressions of the form \parenti (Napoleon)" would refer to an unbounded
number of individuals, namely the an estors of Napoleon. Another di eren e is that instead
of having onstants to refer to individuals, we instead use unary predi ates. Thus instead of
the onstant \Napoleon", we have Napoleon(ai ), whi h orresponds to the token ai quali ed
by a unary relation, representing that individual.
3.2

Semanti s

In the previous se tion we de ned the syntax of rules and rule sets in terms of a triple <, A
and C where < is a set of relations, A a set of tokens, and C a set of onne tive fun tions.
Now, for any s ene  2 A;<~ and any binding  : fx1 ;    ; xs g !A , the rule q

8x1;    ; xs Q(x1;    ; xs; ) ! [f (e1(Ri );    ; e` (Ri` ))  Ri (x1 ;    ; xs)℄
1
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an be examined for the truth values of ea h ej (Rij ) and hen e also of both the left-hand
side

f (e1 (Ri1 );    ; e` (Ri` ));
and the right-hand side

Ri0 (x1 ;    ; xs ):
We de ne the f0; 1g-valued fun tions lhs(q; ; ) and rhs(q; ; ) as follows: The former
fun tion lhs(q; ; ) = 1 if and only if binding  makes f true on  after the <~ relations are
substituted for the < relations. The latter fun tion rhs(q; ; ) = 1 if and only if R~ i0 = 1
on  with binding .
We an then de ne the false positive and false negative f0; 1g-valued error fun tions
err (q; ; )and err+(q; ; ) as follows: err+ (q; ; ) = 1 if and only if: Q(; ) = 1; lhs(q; ; ) =
1 and rhs(q; ; ) = 0; and similarly err (q; ; ) = 1 if and only if : Q(; ) = 1; lhs(q; ; ) =
0 and rhs(q; ; ) = 1: Note that sin e Q depends on the s ene  and the binding  =
fx1 ;    ; xs g ! A, we an with only slight abuse of notation express Q(x1;    ; xs; ) as
Q(; ).
Finally, we an de ne the probability that the rule q will predi t false positives or false
negatives on s enes  drawn randomly from  = <~ ;A a ording to distribution D, as
follows:

erD (q) = max


X


D()(err+ (q; ; ) + err (q; ; )):

We note that we are giving ea h s ene  its arbitrary probability as de ned by D, but
restri t the sum to those  that satisfy Q. Also, sin e we require small error for every
binding, we de ne the error measure as the maximum of the errors over all the s = n (i0 )
bindings. Note that we an de ne analogously erD+ ; erD as erD above but omitting the err
and err+ term respe tively. As a summarizing simple measure of a ura y, however, we use
erD and note that in the ase that D is symmetri the maximization over  in the de nition
an be repla ed by the substitution of any xed .
De nition. A rule q is "-a urate in D if and only if erD (q)  ":
3.3

Learnability

The goal of our logi is to provide a framework in whi h we an reason from knowledge
that is learned. Hen e entral to it is some minimal notion of learnability for rule sets.
This minimal notion will apture the idea that if we have a omplete spe i ation of a rule
ex ept for the identity of the onne tive f 2 C , then an approximation to f an be learned in
the PAC sense from random examples of s enes  2  drawn a ording to distribution D.
Clearly a omplete spe i ation requires spe i ations of the identities of and the quanti ers
for relations Ri0 ; Ri1 ;    ; Ri` . It also requires spe i ations for ea h of the (ih ) argument
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positions in Rih , if any, of the arguments x1 ;    ; xs of Ri0 that are to be substituted there.
The remaining arguments are all distin t for the various values of h (1  h  l). There may
be additional inequality onstraints in the spe i ation.
De nition For a set of rules where ea h rule q is of the form

8x1    ; xs 2 A Q(x1 ;    ; xs ; ) ! [f (e1 (Ri );    ; e` (Ri` ))  Ri (x1 ;    ; xs)℄ (3.1)
over <; C ; A, onsider learning algorithms that in unit time an obtain for any desired
1

0

binding  a s ene randomly hosen from the distribution D restri ted to s enes that satisfy
Q(; ). We say that a lass of rules is PAC-learnable from s enes if there is a learning
algorithm that for any rule q of the form (3.1), for any " > 0; Æ > 0 and any symmetri D,
runs in time a xed polynomial in 1" ; 1Æ ; n and the size of des ription of q, and outputs with
probability at least (1 Æ) an f 0 2 C that makes the rule "-a urate when f 0 is instantiated
in pla e of f . [The ora le for Q(; ) may be alled with an arbitrary requested binding
 and will return an unobs ured  randomly hosen a ording to D from those satisfying
Q(; ). If Q(; ) is false for all  or for all  having non-zero probability in D, then an
arbitrary f 0 may be returned.℄
In other words we will be seeking to learn a rule of a xed form, su h as the following:

8x1; x2; x3 Q(x1; x2 ; x3 ; ) ! [f (9y1R1(x1 ; x2 ; y1); 9y2R2 (x2; x3 ; y2 ))  R1(x1 ; x2 ; x3):℄
The algorithm will seek to nd an f 0 that when substituted in pla e of f in this xed form
will hold with high probability for random examples satisfying Q. Note that the restri tion
of f to a xed form eases to be a true restri tion if the enumeration el ;    ; ` is a omplete
enumeration of all the base relations with all bindings, as we envisage to be viable if C is
learnable attribute-eÆ iently.
In the symmetri ase we have the following.
Theorem 1 If C is PAC-learnable as a lass of Boolean fun tions by an algorithm M for
whi h a number L(`; "; Æ) of examples is suÆ ient to learn C ` to a ura y " with on den e
1 Æ, then for any < and A, any lass of rules with onstant arity over C , < and A is PAClearnable from s enes. Also L(`; "; Æ) examples suÆ e to learn to a ura y " with on den e
1 Æ if D is symmetri .
Proof We assume that we have a rule

8x1;    ; xs Q(x1 ;    ; xs ; ) ! [f (e1 (Ri );    ; e` (Ri` ))  Ri (x1 ;    ; xs)℄
(3.2)
and that full des riptions of eh (Rih ) for 1  h  l are known, as is also the identity of Ri :
Given a set of s enes  2 A;<~ drawn a ording to D, the task of the learning algorithm is
to derive an f 0 2 C ` that when substituted for f in (3.2) will give a rule that with on den e
1

0

0

1 Æ is "-a urate. The onstant arity bound ensures that, by Fa t 3.1, the value of ea h
eh (Rih ) an be evaluated in polynomial time for any s ene.
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Sin e D is symmetri it will suÆ e to learn with one xed binding e.g.  (xi ) = ai for
1  i  s. We shall assume, as is suÆ ient for the statement of the Theorem, that the
algorithm has a ess to a sour e of examples  all of whi h satisfy Q( ; ) = 1 for the
hosen binding  . For ea h input s ene  we shall onsider the truth value of R~ i0 , and of
ea h ej (R~ ij ) for 1  j  `, when the substitution  has been made in these expressions.
This will give us a ve tor of l truth values as an input for f , and a Boolean value as output.
By assumption the learning algorithm M for C an learn an f 0 2 C that is "-a urate
with on den e 1 Æ from L(`; "; Æ) examples in time polynomial in " 1 ; Æ 1 ; `; and the size
of des ription f . But this is equivalent to saying that with on den e 1 Æ the rule q0 that
is learned (i.e. rule q with f 0 substituted for f ) has the property that:

erD (q0 ;  ) =

X


D()(err+ (q0 ; ;  ) + err (q0 ; ;  ))

 ":

Sin e D is symmetri the quantity erD (q0 ;  ) is invariant under the hoi e of  . Sin e
eD (q) is de ned in (3.3) to be the maximum of erD (q; ) over all ; we on lude that
erD (q0 )  ". 2
If D is not symmetri learnability an still be de ned and the learning problem is not
fundamentally more diÆ ult. However, in general, one would then have to learn a distin t
f0 for ea h distin t  : fx1 ;    ; xs g ! A. The ora les for Q(; ) de ned in the de nition
of PAC-learnability of rules provides for the sour e of examples needed for ea h su h .
However, the sample omplexity would potentially in rease by a fa tor of ns .
The following is a brief dis ussion of the intentions behind the pre onditions Q: Clearly
pre onditions have a number of valuable uses. For example, it may be that a simple rule
for, say, R(x) exists or is known only for a ertain subdomain Q. Alternatively, it may be
that a small number of subdomains over most of the positive o urren es of R, and distinguishing these ontexts expli itly is the best way of en oding the relevant information. How
onstraining should the pre onditions be allowed to be? If we regard the distribution D as
referring to a base domain Q0 , then our de nitions are intended, in the rst instan e, to
refer to the ase that the Q for ea h rule overs a signi ant part (i.e. at least inverse polynomial) of D. If that holds then in our de nition of PAC-learnability of rules the assumption
that the examples ora le has to produ e examples that satisfy Q an be eliminated, sin e
we ould instead simply dis ard examples that did not satisfy Q. For any rule set it will
be most onvenient to de ne Q0 to be the union of the pre onditions of all the rules in the
set, assuming that ea h rule does have a satisfa tory pre ondition. Philosophi ally, one an
hypothesize a universal pre ondition Q and a distribution D over that into whi h every
Q0 and D an be embedded. In pra ti e it appears to be preferable to dis uss the minimal
Q0 and D that apply to a given rule set, rather than the universal Q and D
As mentioned in an earlier se tion, it is an important fa t that for C one an hoose
useful lasses that are learnable attribute-eÆ iently: Sin e the number ` of arguments of
f will grow as n if all possible quanti ed expressions are used as arguments it will be
desirable that the sample omplexity be smaller than this quantity. This is possible, for
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example, if C is hosen to be Boolean disjun tions with few terms or Boolean fun tions
de ned by linear inequalities with small integer oeÆ ients and few terms [26, 48℄.
We note that the exa t number of possible quanti ed expressions an be written as
follows, if inequality onstraints are not allowed: If Ri0 on the right-hand side has arity s
then for any relation
 of
 arity  the number of expressions in whi h i arguments are
quanti ed is 2i s i i . Summing this for i = 0;    ; gives (s + 2) .
3.4

Dedu tion: Soundness and Completeness

In this se tion we dis uss algorithms for making dedu tions about obs ured s enes by means
of a set S of rules that are to be thought of as apturing some relevant knowledge. We
restri t ourselves to dedu tion algorithms that are eÆ ient in the sense that they require
only polynomial time. The other ru ial property that is desired is that the dedu tion
algorithm be sound, in the sense that any on lusion rea hed should be true, at least with
high probability, if the onstituent rules were a urate.
We shall use the following de nitions:
De nition A dedu tion algorithm takes as input (i) a set S of rules with respe t to some
<; A; and C , (ii) a relation Ri 2 < that is the right-hand side of some q 2 S , (iii) a binding 
from the arguments of Ri to A; and (iv) a s ene  2 $<A
~ obs ured by the repla ement by $ of
various values in luding that of Ri with binding . The dedu tion algorithm outputs either
a predi ted f0; 1; 0=1g value for Ri on  with binding , or a spe ial \nothing predi ted"
symbol.
Note that this de nition allows a dedu tion algorithm to output \nothing predi ted"
all the time. In x3.4.3 we shall introdu e the notion of ompleteness that will be used to
disallow misuse of this possibility.
De nition A dedu tion algorithm is polynomial time if it runs in time bounded by a xed
polynomial in: the size of des ription k S k of the rule set S , the size of des ription of the
s ene , the size n =j A j of A, and the maximum omputational omplexity (S ) of the
onne tives from C appearing in S .
De nition A dedu tion algorithm is "-a urate on a rule set S and distribution D if for
any Ri 2 < and , any predi ted f0; 1; 0=1g value of Ri on binding  is in orre t with
probability at most " on a s ene  drawn randomly a ording to D.
In order to interpret this de nition note that for any Ri and , if  is drawn from D then
one of three things an happen: (a) there is a predi ted value of Ri and  that is in orre t
(i.e. a value of 0=1 is always taken as in orre t, while a 0 or 1 value is in orre t if it di ers
from R~ i on  and ) (b) there is a predi ted 0 or 1 value that is orre t, and ( ) there is
no predi ted value. The above de nition therefore insists that eventuality (a) o urs with
probability at most ".
It is instru tive to subdivide ( ) further into two sub ases. In sub ase ( 1) some predi tion would have been made if all the rules had the total pre ondition, but some of the
a tual pre onditions were too restri tive to apply. In the se ond sub ase ( 2) no predi tion
would have been made even if all the pre onditions had been total. This latter sub ase an
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arise for example, if some needed values are obs ured in , or if the rules are su h that they
never have impli ations for Ri .
De nition A dedu tion algorithm is PAC-sound if (i) it is polynomial time and (ii) for
some polynomial p(), for every D, for every " > 0, it is "-a urate for any rule set S in
whi h ea h rule is p("=(k S kj A j))-a urate, where j A j is the number of elements of A,
and k S k is the size of des ription of S .
Note that while "-a ura y may be a weak requirement on rule sets S that rarely produ e
predi tions, PAC-soundness when applied to pro edures that are omplete is a strong one.

3.4.1 The A y li Case
We now de ne the a y li dedu tion algorithm whi h is to be applied to any a y li rule set
S with respe t to any <; A and C on any s ene  2 $<~ ;A .
The algorithm rst onstru ts the graph G(S ) of the rule set, and then renumbers the
relations Ri , and asso iated R~ i , so that they are topologi ally sorted, i.e. for every dire ted
edge (Ri ; Rj ) in G(S ) it is the ase that j > i. At ea h node Rj there is maintained a table
that ontains entries for ea h of the n (j ) possible bindings of Rj to A. Ea h entry has a
value from f 0, 1, 0/1, ? g. Initially all the values that are unobs ured in  are entered as
the appropriate 0 or 1 values in these tables. All the remaining entries are made \?".
The algorithm onsiders in turn the j S j rules in order of in reasing j where Rj is their
right hand side, the relative ordering of rules with the same Rj on the right-hand side being
arbitrary:

8x1;    ; xs 2 A Q(x1;    ; xs; ) ! [f (e1 (Ri );    ; e` (Ri` j ))  Rj ℄
1

( )

When onsidering the urrent rule with RHS = Rj , the algorithm is in a position to do the
following for ea h of the ns bindings  of x1 ;    ; xs to A where s = (j ) :
It tests whether Q(x1 ;    ; xs ; ) = 0 and if that is so it does no update. Otherwise for
ea h Rih (1  h  `(j )), and for every binding 0 of its y variables (i.e. those arguments of
Rih not bound by ) it takes the value of Rih (whi h may be determined either by being
unobs ured in the input, or by having been evaluated) under the ombined binding ; 0 ,
and hen e evaluates eh (Rih ) using Fa t 3.1. If the values of Rih needed to evaluate some
eh (Rih ) in lude \?" values in su h a way that eh annot be evaluated for this  then the
entry for  at Rj will not be updated. Otherwise substituting these `(j ) values of the eh
into f gives the dedu ed value of Rj under the binding  : x1 ;    ; xs ! A, and will be
entered as the value under  in the table at node Rj . If Rj o urs on the right-hand side
of more than one rule then for any one  it may a quire a 0 value through one rule, and a
1 value through another. In that ase the table entry made for it will be 0/1. Now if some
Rih in the rule under urrent onsideration o urs on the RHS of more than one rule and
it has a quired a 0/1 value thereby for some , then eh may also a quire su h a 0/1 value
through the exe ution of the pro edure of Fa t 3.1. The algorithm will then hoose just one
f0; 1g` ve tor onsistent with the values of the eh, say the lexi ographi ally rst one, and
evaluates the onne tive f for just that one ve tor.
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When the dedu tion algorithm terminates it outputs the table entry for the (relation,
binding) pair for whi h a value was requested, and if that value is ? then it outputs \nothing
predi ted".
Theorem 2 For any xed the a y li dedu tion algorithm is PAC-sound for a y li rule
sets

omposed of relations of maximum arity .

Proof The algorithm repeats the a tion des ribed in the last paragraph n (q) times for ea h
rule q 2 S . Ea h su h a tion evaluates `(q) values of eh (Rih ) for the various h and performs
one evaluation of a onne tive fun tion. Hen e the overall omplexity of the algorithm
subsequent to the initialization of the tables is upper bounded by

X
q

n

(q)

(Ev(n; )l(q) + (q))

where (q) is the omplexity of evaluating the onne tive f in rule q and Ev(n; ) is the
omplexity of evaluating a quanti ed expression for a relation of arity over an image
with n obje t variables.
If we let k S k be the length of des ription of S as de ned earlier
P
then k S k = q (`(q) + 1). Hen e if we denote by (S ) the maximum omplexity of the
onne tives in S and use Fa t 3.1 to upper bound Ev(n; ) by O(n ), then the runtime of
the algorithm an be upper bounded by a term linear in the des ription of the input , plus
a term linear in
n (k S k n + j S j (S )):
This establishes that the algorithm is polynomial time if is regarded as a onstant.
We now show that the algorithm is sound in the sense that if ea h rule of S is a urate
enough over D then any output from the algorithm will be ina urate with small probability
on a random s ene  drawn a ording to D.
Consider an a y li rule set S and a s ene  for it. As the algorithm evaluates S it
evaluates at most j S j rules and onsiders them in sequen e. When evaluating the onne tive
f for the rule q for some binding  for ea h onstituent Rih on the left-hand side it uses the
values of Rih for the various di erent bindings onsistent with  that had been evaluated
when the rules with Rih on the right-hand side had been omputed.
Now onsider the event that  drawn randomly a ording to D has some R~ j = 0 for
some binding , but that the dedu tion algorithm outputs Rj = 1 for that binding, or,
alternatively, R~ j = 1 but the algorithm outputs Rj = 0. Then it must be that there is
a rst rule and binding in the topologi al ordering that make a mistake i.e. the dedu ed
values of every Rih on the left-hand side do equal the real values R~ ih but the onne tive f
produ es an answer di erent from the true value of the right-hand side. But the quantity

erD (q) = max


X


D()(err+ (q; ; ) + err (q; ; ))

upper bounds the probability that on any  a random  from D satis es Q and auses
rule q to err. Let us assume, as is suÆ ient for the de nition of PAC-soundness, that this
probability is at most "=(j S j n ). Then the probability that a random  will ause at least
one rule in S to err on at least one binding is no more than j S j n times this quantity,
namely ". This establishes that the dedu tion algorithm is PAC-sound. 2
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3.4.2 The General Case
We now des ribe the general dedu tion algorithm that an be applied to arbitrary rule sets,
not just a y li ones.
For an arbitrary rule set S we de ne a dire ted evaluation graph EG(S ) = (V; E ) as
follows. We assume that the rules are de ned in the manner of (3.1) and ordered arbitrarily
j = 1;    ; j S j. We denote the right hand side of the j th rule by Rr(j ) . More than one rule
may share the same RHS in whi h ase r is not one-to-one. The vertex set V of EG(S ) is:
V=

jS j
[
j =1

f(r(j ); ) j  : fx1 ;    ; x (j) g ! Ag

In other words, ea h vertex orresponds to a relation Rr(j ) and to a binding of its
arguments to A. Hen e ertainly j V j  j S j n (S ) . With regard to the edges E of EG(S )
ea h rule j is asso iated with a (not ne essarily disjoint) set of dire ted edges (vg ; vh ) where
vh = (r(j ); ) for some , and vg = (k; 0 ) where, further, Rk appears in LHS(j ). More
pre isely, the presen e of (vg ; vh ) in E denotes that in order to evaluate Rr(j ) for  using
LHS(j ) the value of Rk for 0 may be needed. For example, suppose that rule j = 5 is:
(3.3)
8x1 2 A [f (9y1 R1(x1 ; y1); 9y2 R2(y2; x1 ))  R3 (x1)℄:
Also let us denote the binding  : fx1 ;    ; xs g ! fa(1) ;    ; a(s) g by [(1);    ; ; (s)℄:

Then if vh = (3; [4℄) and vg = (2; [5; 4℄) then the edge (vg ; vh ) will be present in E sin e
to verify that R3 (a4 ) = 1 we may need the value of R2 (y2 ; a4 ) for every value of y2 2 A,
in luding y2 = a5 .
Whether the value of this R2 (y2 ; a4 ) is needed in a parti ular evaluation depends on
the details of the a tual implementation. For example, suppose that the value of R2 (a7 ; a4 )
has been previously obtained in the ourse of the evaluation. If its value was 1 then this
determined the value of 9y2R2 (y2 ; a4 ) already, and hen e the value of R2 (a5 ; a4 ) would no
longer be needed. If its value was 0, on the other hand, then the value of R2 (a5 ; a4 ) may
still be ne essary to determine the value of 9y2 R2 (y2 ; a4 ):
The in-degree of ea h node is determined very simply from the syntax. In the example
des ribed in expression (3.3) the node (3; [i℄) has 2n prede essors deriving from this rule,
a half from nodes (1; [i; j ℄) for 1  j  n, and the other half from (2; [k; i℄) for 1  k  n.
If R3 appears as the RHS of other rules then the in-degree would be larger. More formally,
the prede essors in EG(S) of a node (j; ) are the (i; 0 ) with the following property: for
some rule with Rj on the right-hand side there o urs Ri on the left-hand side, and for the
x variables that o ur as ommon parameters of Rj and Ri in the rule, the bindings  and
0 map them to the same a 2 A.
We shall regard a dedu tion algorithm as a pro edure that dynami ally assigns a label
from f0; 1; 0=1; ?g to ea h node of EG(S ). A node that has one of the rst three labels 0,1,
0/1 is onsidered set, while a node labelled ? is onsidered unset. Initially ea h node that
orresponds to a value that is not obs ured in the s ene  is set to the f0; 1g value spe i ed
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by . All other nodes are initially given the unset value ?. The label value of a node v is
hanged from ? to 0 or 1 only if the labels of the prede essors of v in EG(S ) are su h that
they fully determine enough arguments of f so as to determine f . In the example des ribed
in (3.3), for  : x1 ! a4 both 9y1 R1 (a4 ; y1 ) and 9y2 R2 (y2 ; a4 ) need to be determined if, for
example, f is the parity fun tion. Note that 9y1 R1 (a4 ; y1 ) is determined if either R1 (a4 ; ai )
is set to 1 for some ai 2 A, or R1 (a4 ; ai ) is set to 0 for all ai 2 A. When a node in EG(S) is
set we will, for the purposes of the algorithm des ription, onsider that the orresponding
ve tor element in  that was originally obs ured now has that set value.
Clearly, on e the label of a node is set to 0 or 1 by virtue of a rule, its label will not be
further hanged even if more of the prede essor nodes arising from the same rule are set to
f0; 1g values subsequently. However, if the node orresponds to an Ri that o urs on the
RHS in more than one rule then a ontradi tion that tries to set a value of 0 to one already
set to 1, or vi e versa, may arise. In that ase the algorithm will set the value \0/1". As in
the a y li ase, for ea h node we shall ompute the onne tive f just the rst time that
its value is de ned, and if some argument then has a 0/1 label we will hoose one of these
arbitrarily.
The general dedu tion algorithm we an now de ne as follows: The rules are ordered in an
arbitrary manner j = 1;    ; j S j. The labels of the nodes of EG(S ) that have unobs ured
0 or 1 values for the given  are set to those values. The algorithm then s ans the rule
set repeatedly and terminates when a s an of S has been ompleted in whi h no updates
o urred. In ea h s an it enumerates the rules j = 1;    ; j S j and onsiders ea h one for
updating. In ea h su h onsideration it enumerates all the bindings  : fx1 ;    ; x (r(j )) g !
A: For ea h su h binding, if the pre ondition Q of that rule is satis ed by (; ), and if
the label for the node (r(j ); ) in EG(S ) should be hanged be ause the rule is now fully
determined by the labels of its prede essors in EG(S ) while this was not the ase in the
previous s an, then the algorithm evaluates f and performs the ne essary update to the
label. (In the ase that a 0 or 1 value would be assigned to a node that has been set a
ontrary 0 or 1 value previously by virtue of a di erent rule, the set value will be hanged
to \0/1".)
When the algorithm terminates it onsiders the value of the label of the relation Ri
for the binding  spe i ed as the dedu tion task, and outputs that value. If it is ? then it
outputs \nothing predi ted".
Theorem 3 For any xed the general dedu tion algorithm is PAC-sound for rule sets 
omposed of rules of arity upper bounded by .

Proof Ea h (relation, binding) pair (i; ) an partake in at most two updates { when it is
rst set, and when it is hanged to 0/1. Sin e at least one (i; ) pair has an initialized label
at the start, and at least one is updated at ea h step it follows that there are at most 2tn
s ans if there are t relations and therefore t hoi es of i, and there are n hoi es of .
Ea h s an onsiders ea h node (i; ) of EG(S ) as many times as there are rules j with
r(j ) = i. Hen e it performs at most j S j n su h onsiderations. In ea h onsideration it
examines ea h of the `j expressions in the LHS and evaluates it, if ne essary, using Ev(n; )
operations, and if all these yield values then it omputes the onne tive f .
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Hen e a rst upper bound on the runtime is
2tn (n

k S k Ev(n; ) + n j S j (S )):

Now it is the ase, if one onsiders the algorithm globally, that the number of times
onne tives need to be evaluated is just the number of (i; ) pairs, or at most j S j n .
Also, if quanti ed expressions are evaluated using a game-tree in the manner of Fa t 3.1,
then a redu ed bound on the total work needed an be dedu ed using global onsiderations.
Suppose we modify the algorithm so that whenever a node (i; ) is updated the internal
nodes in all the game trees in whi h (i; ) o urs as a leaf are also modi ed, and their e e ts
followed up towards the root of the game tree. Following the e e ts of any one leaf osts at
most operations, and therefore the a umulated updating done on any one game tree is
at most na operations.
These two global onsiderations one an redu e this omplexity bound to 2 tn2 + j S j
n (S ).
The additional ost of initializing the labels is linear in this quantity also sin e it is linear
in the number of nodes j S j n of EG(S ). Hen e the algorithm satis es the polynomial
time riterion if is a onstant.
For analyzing soundness suppose that ea h rule is "0 -a urate. This means that for any
one binding  of its RHS, for a  randomly drawn from D it is the ase that Q(; ) = 1
and LHS 6= RHS with probability at most "0 .
Now in the ourse of an evaluation the general dedu tion algorithm performs at most
j S j n label updates. If the output of the algorithm is in orre t for the given  then it
must be that in one of the label updates, say for rule j under binding 0 , the arguments
of LHS(j ) as omputed were orre t for , but applying the fun tion f spe i ed in rule j
produ ed a false value for RHS(j ). However, for any su h xed j and 0 the probability of
this o urring is at most "0 sin e the rule is "0 -a urate by assumption.
Hen e the probability that any false on lusions are drawn by the algorithm is at most
j S j n "0. If "0 < "=(j S j n ) then it follows that the output of the general dedu tion
algorithm will be in orre t with probability at most ", as required.
2

3.4.3 Completeness
It seems lear that in the de nition of "-a ura y we need to allow for the possibility that the
dedu tion algorithm may legitimately output \nothing predi ted" quite frequently. It may
be that the obs ured s ene  spe i es too few values, or it may be that the pre onditions Q
of the rules are very onstraining. On the other hand, it is not legitimate for the dedu tion
algorithm to output \nothing predi ted" in ir umstan es when no su h valid impediment
applies, for then the rules would allow a dedu tion that is "-a urate and sound.
To resolve this issue we introdu e the following notions.
De nition For any rule set S with respe t to any <; A; C , a dedu tion sequen e is a sequen e
of triples (qj ; j ; bj ) for j = 1;    ; J; where qj 2 S; j is a binding f1;    ; j g ! A where
j is the arity of RHS(qj ), and bj 2 f0; 1g.
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De nition A dedu tion sequen e is valid for an input  if for every j (1  j  J ) the
following is the ase: The values val(R; ) for all pairs (R; ) that are unobs ured in the
input  together with the values bi when taken as the values of val(RHS(qi ); i ) for 1  i < j
have the properties that (i) they satisfy the pre ondition Qj (j ; ) of qj , (ii) they determine
all the expressions in LHS(qj ), and (iii) the value of the onne tive fj of rule qj at the
spe i ed point equals bj .
De nition A dedu tion algorithm is omplete for a lass of rule sets S with respe t to
any <; A; C if and only if the following holds: for any s ene  2 $<~ ;A there exists a valid
dedu tion sequen e terminating with (q; ; b) for some b 2 f0; 1g if and only if the dedu tion
algorithm on input S; Ri = RHS(q), , and  outputs some predi ted value from f0; 1; 0=1g.
If remains to observe:
Proposition The a y li dedu tion algorithm is omplete for a y li rule sets , and the
general dedu tion algorithm is omplete for general rule sets  .
Proof It is easy to show by indu tion on J that for the general dedu tion algorithm after
the J th s an all valid dedu tion sequen es of length J have been followed. In other words,
if some valid dedu tion sequen e terminates with (qJ ; J ; bJ ) then the algorithm will have
given a determined value f0; 1; 0=1g to node (RHS(qJ ); J ). The main point is that the
evaluation pro ess des ribed in Fa t 3.1 is monotone, whi h guarantees that on e a node
in the evaluation graph is determined it an never be ome undetermined later. By similar
arguments the a y li dedu tion algorithm an be seen to be omplete. In that ase one
shows by indu tion on J that when RJ , is evaluated by the algorithm, all valid dedu tion
sequen es terminating in a qJ with that right-hand side have been onsidered. 2
3.4.4 Compound Relations and L-expressions
In de ning rules we hose, for the sake of simpli ity, to des ribe ea h quanti ed expression
ej as depending on a single relation Rij 2 <. Clearly, we ould have a base set <0 of relations
and have < onsist of ombinations of members of that base set. For example, if we want
< to have arity 4, we an hoose a base set <0 of binary relations and de ne < to onsist
of suitable onjun tions of pairs of these.
The following lass of su h ombinations is noteworthy in appli ations where it is desirable to redu e the number of bindings that have to be tried in learning or dedu tion. We
de ne a labelled expression or L-expression as an existentially quanti ed expression.
R(x1 ;    ; xs )R1 (x1 )R2 (x2 )    Rs (xs )
where R may be an arbitrary ompound expression, but R1 ;    ; Rs are all unary. The
ambiguity of a s ene  for su h an L-expression e with s variables is the number of distin t
bindings  : fx1 ;    ; xs g ! A for whi h the onjun tion

R1 (x1 )R2 (x2 )    Rs (xs )
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is satis ed for . Clearly, if an expression has low ambiguity, say ambiguity 1, with high
probability for  2 D, then no substantial sear h over bindings is ne essary when re ognizing
its presen e. This seems parti ularly relevant when modelling biologi al neural pro esses, as
was previously dis ussed in [45℄. It also provides for more eÆ ient and a urate dedu tion.
For example, suppose that all the expressions o urring in the LHS of a rule set S are
L-expressions that have ambiguity one with probability one in D. Then if ea h of the k S k
su h expressions that o urs is regarded as a separate relation in a new < then ea h of them
an have a value 1 for at most one binding, and hen e a multipli ative fa tor of n an be
saved in the ost of evaluating these expressions. It will also follow that ea h individual rule
may be allowed to be orrespondingly less a urate, by a fa tor of about n j S j = k S k,
and still guarantee "-a ura y of the dedu tion.
Finally, we observe that the notation des ribed for de ning rules an be used to express
ertain relations of higher arity than the maximum arity of the base relations. We an, for
example, have an obje t, say a7 , represent a set and identify the members of the set to be
those ai for whi h the relation member(a7 ; ai ) holds. If we have a binary relation adja ent
(xj ; xk ) then we an express the relation ompletely- onne ted(xi ), to simulate a relation of
arity up to n 1, as follows:

8x1 2 A [8x28x3(: member(x1 ; x2 ) _ :member(x1; x3 ) _ adja ent (x2 ; x3 ))
 ompletely onne ted(x1 )℄:
If the relations member( ) and adja ent( ) are prede ned, and the LHS of this rule
is a member of the allowed set of ompound relations, then su h a rule for ompletelyonne ted( ) an be learned from examples, or evaluated.

4

Related Work

The framework des ribed here has relationships with work in many other areas. Relational
rules and their evaluation are entral, for example, to both databases and arti ial intelligen e, while learning has been studied in numerous settings. Our logi is distinguished by
the lose way in whi h it integrates learning and reasoning, and by the insisten e on having
the measures of both omputational omplexity and of a ura y bounded by polynomial
fun tions.
Among the numerous alternative approa hes that are relevant to ours we brie y mention
just three.
Probabilisti logi s have been de ned to extend predi ate al ulus to probabilisti phenomena [6℄. Some treat the underlying distribution as one over the world, while others
impose it on a spa e of beliefs (see [12℄.) PAC-semanti s has aspe ts of both. The underlying distribution is one over the world, but the degree of belief in any rule that the system is
justi ed to have at any time may also be quanti ed, for example, by a on den e parameter
Æ.
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Indu tive Logi Programming is on erned with learning rules in predi ate al ulus, with

the standard semanti s, often with the additional onstraint of a ba kground logi al theory.
The limits of polynomial time learnability have been explored [8, 21, 30℄. Some systems exist
for learning su h rules [34℄. A dis ussion of some relationships between the two approa hes
an be found in [20℄.
The Learning to Reason framework [18, 19℄ integrates learning and reasoning in a similar
spirit to our approa h. Its most basi form is oriented towards maintaining information as
a set of examples, and answering ea h query by pro essing these examples anew. Robust
logi s are based on rules. This allows a system to a ept a rule as input and hen e to bene t
from the experien e of others, while still permitting it to evaluate or ne-tune the rule on
the basis of further examples and its own experien e. Clearly systems based on robust logi s
may additionally memorize individual examples, and thereby enjoy whatever added bene ts
may be so gained.

5

Con lusion

We have des ribed a formal system for representing knowledge that has a well de ned semanti s and an eÆ ient, sound and omplete dedu tion pro edure for instan es. It also
has an eÆ ient learning pro edure for learning the representation of rules one at a time,
if an appropriate lass of onne tives that is eÆ iently learnable is used. The lass of linear threshold fun tions appears to be a parti ular good hoi e sin e it o ers, in addition,
attribute-eÆ ient and error-resilient learning.
Clearly there are many dire tions in whi h one might attempt extensions. For example,
we have restri ted the dis ussion of reasoning here to dedu tions about single instan es. It
would be interesting to see what an be said about the dedu tion of new rules. Also, sin e
PAC-semanti s is based on probability theory, all the methods of probabilisti inferen e an
be brought to bear (e.g. [32℄).
There also remain questions of how su h a logi an be applied pragmati ally when
building omputer systems that perform omputations of a ognitive nature. The dis ussion
in [47℄ addresses some of these questions.
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